Assignment 6

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Carnatic music is broadly classified into _________sangeetham and _________sangeetham.
   - Kaipata and Kaipana
   - Raga and Tala
   - Bhava and tala

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Kaipata and Kaipana

2) ______ belongs to both kinds of Carnatic music composition: abhyasaganam or sathaganam.
   - Bilasa
   - Jathiswaram
   - Varnam
   - Geetham

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Varnam

3) A varnam presentation today finishes with the _________.
   - pailavi
   - charanam
   - anupallavi
   - jathi

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
charanam

4) Abhyasaganam was put into its plox by ____________
   - Purandaradasa
   - Nayasika
   - Kanakadasa
   - Tyagajaya

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Purandaradasa

5) Carnatic music, in its origins, has strong links with
   - Caste system
   - Bhakti tradition
   - Yoga
   - Ritualism

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Bhakti tradition